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ABSTRACT 

The most important sensation of the 21st century is regarded as information revolution 

particularly  e-resources. This dawn has changed the shape of Libraries and role of Librarians. 

The paper attempts to investigate the level of awareness and utilization of electronic journals or 

E-journals among research scholars (RS) of Banasthali Vidyapith (BV), Rajasthan, India. This 

work provides a podium for conducting information literacy program in the context of e-journals 

in the institutions and further, suggests the ways to implement user awareness programs in the 

library. The survey method has been adopted i.e. by collecting data from some research scholars 

of BV, so the outcomes can only be regarded as short-term. 

Keywords: E-resources, E-journals; Higher Education; Banasthali Vidyapith; Research Scholars; 

Utilization of E-journals. 

 

1.  INTRODUCTION 

The hasty increase in information and technologies have lead to new education system i.e. online 

learning or E-learning. Present information era, has posed new challenges for library services as 

their responsibilities have been enhanced. In order to meet the requirements of different types of 

users libraries/information centers have started adopting electronic resources or E-resources. 
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These resources have given a birth to Digital Library in which the electronic versions of 

information in different formats like portable document format (PDF), hypertext markup 

language (HTML), MS-word, extensible markup language (XML) etc are available. E-resources 

comprises of E-books, E-journals etc. For scientific research and development E- journals are the 

most imperative source of information. E-journal are categorized broadly as any journal, 

magazine, newsletter or type of electronic serial publication which is accessible through Internet. 

Today’s generation is more fascinated towards the E-journals rather than traditional hard bound 

journals because of various advantages like fast, easy, anywhere-anytime accessibility, cost 

effectiveness etc. Thus, E-journals are growing at very high rate.1 Looking towards the 

importance of  E-journals, in this paper an attempt has been made to study the awareness and use 

of E-journals among the research scholars of Banasthali Vidyapith. 

The library of Banasthali Vidyapith was established in 1935 and since then continuous growth 

have been visualized. Presently, the Central Library’s has been enriched with 198000 records 

comprising of books, reports, theses, dissertations, bound journals, manuscripts, albums, 

gramophone records, CDs/DVDs, atlas, slides and so on. Moreover, the library has about 400 

national and international journals and under UGC-INFONET Consortia, more than 8000 titles 

are accessible online. The Online journals cover broadly every discipline like biotechnology, 

computer science, and all other branches of science, social science, humanities and management. 

Apart from these, the Central Library of Banasthali Vidyapith is directly subscribing 150 E-

journals from the publishers.3 

 

1.1 PRESENT SCENARIO 

At present in Banasthali Vidyapith 702 ongoing researchers are using central library facility. 

Central Library of Banasthali Vidyapith is providing lot of resources i.e. Text Books, Reference 

Books, Journals (Print & Electronic), Reports, etc. 

Department Edu - 

cation 

Fine 

Arts 

Home 

Sc. 

Human 

- ities 

Life 

Sc. 

Manage 

– ment 

Math & 

Computing 

Soc. Sc. Design Total 

No. of 

research 

scholars 

102 58 47 117 76 85 129 84 4 702 

Table 1: Faculty-wise current researchers 

 

2. REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

Till now number of studies have been reported for regarding awareness and impact of e-

resources in various universities. Likewise, role of E-journals in 21st century have been presented 

by A Jaya Prakash.3 He concluded that in present era of knowledge expansion and financial 

constraints, the E- journals are the only solution. Kumbar et al.4 have examined the usage of 

UGC-INFONET E-Journal consortium by the research scholars and faculty members of the 

Department of Chemistry, Karntak University, Dharwad. They have analysed and interpreted the 

data collected in the form of questionnaire by 45 users.  The usage of E-journal in Dr. Babasaheb 

Ambedkar Marathwada University, Aurangabad by the PG students and research scholars of 

faculty sciences have been studied by Golwal et al.5 They predicted that the usage of E-Journals 

is increasing very rapidly although the university library is not providing the facilities to access 
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the journals. But still, maximum users are satisfied with infrastructure. Vishala and Bhandi6 have 

compared the needs of academicians of the Universities of Karnataka. the study revealed that the 

when both printed and soft form are available, the users shows interest in both the versions 

equally. The usage of electronic resources available through the UGC- INFONET E-Journals / 

Digital Library Consortium of UGC/INFLIBNET by the Assam University Library have been 

evaluated by Sinha et al.7 They have considered the research scholars and faculty of North 

Eastern Region of India as the respondents. In order to evaluate, they have employed survey 

method which included a questionnaire, observation of the participants, and also interview of 

some of the participants. Karmakar et al.8 presents the uses of E- resources in the college 

libraries of Guwahati, Assam. They not only focused on present trend, but also highlighted the 

security threats of digital period. The usage of library resources at Northern Caribbean 

University has been examined by Natalee Knight.9  The main purpose of this was to determine 

whether it is worth or not to continue to invest in electronic resources. He concluded that the 

electronic library resources plays an vital role in enhancing the worth of research papers and 

academic excellence. 

 

3.  OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

1. To find out the sources of awareness about e-journals among the research scholars. 

2. To find out the preference of using journals (print or e – journal). 

3. To find out the time spent by research scholars to access internet. 

4. To find out the time spent by research scholars to access e – journals. 

5. To find out the purpose of using e – journals 

6. To find out the location of accessing e – journals. 

7. To find out the method of accessing e – journals 

8. To find out the problems by research scholars while accessing e – journals. 

9. To find out the satisfaction level of research scholars in terms of accessing e – journals. 

 

4.  METHODOLOGY 

One hundred and fifty questionnaires were distributed personally during the span between Aug 5, 

2013 and Sep 05, 2013, to assure that all data were collected within the same timeframe. All 

collected data were returned to the authors by Sep 15, 2013. Ninety Six questionnaires were 

returned to authors. The data were coded, analyzed, and entered into a Microsoft Excel 

spreadsheet program for maintenance and manipulation by the authors.  Authors have clubbed 

the data in four groups of faculty i.e.  Art and Humanities (A&H), Fine Arts & Music (F&M), 

Pure and Applied Science (P&A) and Social Science (SS) Faculty – wise response is shown in  
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Table 2.  

Faculty by Research Scholars No of Respondent 

Art and Humanities (A&H) 10 

Fine Arts & Music (F&M) 22 

Pure and Applied Science (P&A) 45 

Social Science (SS) 19 

Total 96 

Table: 2 Faculty-wise distribution of respondent 

 

5. RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

Data analysis is an ultimate step in the process of research.  It is a link between raw data and 

significant results leading to conclusions.   

 

5.1 Awareness of E- Journals 

  A & H F & M P & A S S Total percentage 

Library Professional 8 10 12 4 34 35.42 

University faculty 1 4 18 10 33 34.38 

Colleague or Friend 1 6 19 2 28 29.17 

Others 0 2 0 3 5 5.21 

Table 3: Sources of Awareness in the context of e-journals 

Table 3 shows the percentage of research scholars according to the sources of awareness. The 

table shows the highest number, 35.42% research scholars who got aware by library 

professionals, followed by 34.38% who got aware by university faculty.  

 

5.2 Preference of Journals 

 A & H F & M P & A S S Total Percentage 

E-journals 1 2 11 5 19 19.79 

Print Journals 2 2 7 1 12 12.50 

Both 7 18 27 13 65 67.71 

Table 4: Preferences of using E – journals and Print journals 

Table 4 shows the percentage of distribution of preference among e-journals, print journals and 

both types of journals. It shows that there are 67.71% research scholars who use both types of 

journals, while 19.79% research scholars use only e-journals. 
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5.3 Time spent for Internet Access 

 A & H F & M P & A S S Total Percentage 

1 hours 3 6 2 3 14 14.58 

2 hours 4 7 9 1 21 21.88 

3 hours 1 5 12 5 23 23.96 

4 hours or more than 2 4 22 10 38 39.58 

Table 5: Research Scholars’ Frequency of Access to Internet 

Table 5 reveals that maximum research scholars 39.58% use internet 4 hours or more than 4 

hours, while 14.58% research scholars use internet only for 1 hour. 

 

5.4 Access E- Journals 

 A & H F & M P & A S S Total Percentage 

Daily 3 4 10 3 20 20.83 

Once in a week 0 1 1 1 3 3.13 

Twice in a week 0 1 2 1 4 4.17 

Whenever required 7 16 32 14 69 71.88 

Table 6: Research Scholars’ Frequency of Access e-journals 

Table 6 shows the maximum research scholars (71.88%) access e-journals whenever required. 

This table also helps in finding out that the Research scholars of P&A faculty utilize maximum 

e-journals. 

 

5.5 Purpose of using E-Journals 

  A & H F & M P & A S S Total Percentage 

Studying course work 0 3 5 1 9 9.38 

Update Subject knowledge 2 1 4 1 8 8.33 

Teaching & Learning 1 2 3 1 7 7.29 

Research and Development 7 14 38 15 74 77.08 

Writing papers 1 2 8 3 14 14.58 

Any other   1 0 0 1 1.04 

Table 7: Purpose of accessing e-journals 

Table 7 describes that maximum number of research scholars (77.08% of total) access e-journals 

for the purpose of research & development. Apart from this purpose, the purpose of writing 
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papers gets second place contributing 14.58% research scholars. apart from using it for writing 

papers and finding relevant information in area of specialization.  

 

5.6 Location of accessing E-Journals 

 A & H F & M P & A S S Total Percentage 

Central Library 9 21 8 12 50 52.08 

Department Library 1 0 6 0 7 7.29 

Department Computer Lab. 0 0 30 6 36 37.50 

Any other place 0 1 1 1 3 3.13 

Table 8: Location of accessing e-journals 

Table 8 shows that maximum research scholars (52.08) access e-journals at central library of 

Banasthali Vidyapith. The research scholars of P&A faculty use the computer lab of their 

department contributing 37.50% research scholar of the total number of research scholars. 

 

5.7 Getting the link of E-Journals 

 A & H F & M P & A S S Total Percentage 

UGC-INFONET website 5 6 23 4 38 39.58 

Central library website 2 2 8 8 20 20.83 

Publisher website 1 6 5 1 13 13.54 

Search engine 2 8 9 6 25 26.04 

Table 9: Accessing e-journals’ link 

Table 9 shows that most of the research scholars (39.58% of total) get the e-journals link through 

the UGC-INFONET website followed by search engines (26.04% of total).  

 

5.8 Difficulties to access E-Journals 

  A & H F & M P & A S S Total percentage 

Lack of orientation and training 2 6 11 3 22 22.92 

Low internet Speed 1 8 6 6 21 21.88 

Few e-journal available in subject (Area) 7 8 29 9 53 55.21 

No journal available in subject (area) 0 0 2 0 2 2.08 

Table 10: Difficulties for accessing e-journals 

Table 10 shows the percentage of research scholars who face difficulties due to various reasons 

while accessing e-journals. It shows that major problems faced by researchers (55.21) occur due 

to the lack of availability journals in the area of their particular subject. Some researchers (22.92) 
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observed lack of orientation & training, some (21.88) observed difficulties due to low internet 

speed.   

 

5.9 Level of Satisfaction 

 A & H F & M P & A S S Total Percentage 

Not satisfied 1 2 13 2 18 18.75 

Average 4 13 23 6 46 47.92 

Satisfied 3 7 7 10 27 28.13 

Highly Satisfied 2 0 2 1 5 5.21 

Table 11: Satisfaction Level among the research scholars 

Table 11 presents the level of satisfaction among the research scholars. There are 47.92% 

research scholars who observed average level of satisfaction in terms of accessing e-journals. 

Very few only 5.21% research scholars observed highly satisfied level of satisfaction while 

accessing e-journals. 

5.10 Major Findings 

 Research scholars of P&A and A&H utilize maximum facility of e-journals.  

 Research scholars almost equally get aware of the e-journals by university faculty 

members and library professionals 

 Most of the research scholars utilize both the forms of journals(electronic and print) 

 Maximum research scholars access internet 4 hour or more than 4 hours. 

 Maximum research scholars access E-journals whenever they feel requirement 

 Maximum research scholars access E-journals for research & development work 

 Maximum research scholars access E-journals either at central library or departmental 

computer lab. 

 Most of the research scholars get the link of e-journals through the UGC-INFONET 

website. 

 Maximum research scholars feel that very few e-journals are available in their subject 

and second problem faced by research scholars is lack of orientation and training in the 

context of accessing e-journals 

 Maximum research scholars feel an average level of satisfaction. 

5.11 Recommendations  

 Awareness should be created to use e-journals to fulfill information needs. There is 

specially need of awareness among the research of A&H; 

 Information literacy program or user awareness program should be conducted and 

arranged in every department; 
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 Different faculty-wise user education program should be arranged for research scholars; 

 There is also the need of orientation program or refresher course for library professionals 

of BV; 

 Library homepage or website should give users access to the individual journal’s 

homepages by hyperlinks, which will help them in avoiding the hassle of remembering 

the password or the URL; 

 There is the need of extra efforts to make popularize the e-journals among the research 

scholars. 

 

6. CONCLUSIONS 

Electronic journals opened up many exciting opportunities for academic libraries. Universities 

are implementing more ICT infrastructure facilities in libraries in order to provide more 

utilization of electronic journals. We can improve the status to access e-journals with more user 

oriented programs at different levels (UG, PG & Research). The survey reveals that majority of 

students are aware of e-journals. Most of the students of P&A faculty use e-journals. The present 

study also reveals that very few research scholars of A&H avail the facility of e-journals. The 

study concludes that they should know typing in Hindi to find out the e-journals specifically in 

Hindi & Sanskrit subjects. The study helps to reach at the conclusion that majority of the 

students use e-journals for their research purposes. This shows that through the use of e-journals 

they improve the quality of their content and save their time. The authors inferred that a majority 

of researchers under survey spend more than 4 hours on internet to access e-journals. This shows 

that they get useful information and relevant material for their research through e-journals. It is 

perceptible from the tabular analysis of this study that this library has an enabling atmosphere for 

the use of e-journals but there is much more to be done in order to make use of e-journals an 

even more popular and effective source of researching. To conclude, it can be said that this 

university is providing lot of resources, just what is the need is to explore them fully.  
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